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MELJAC personalises its buttons with engravings 
 

MELJAC, the French manufacturer of luxury electrical fittings, offers the option of 
personalising its switches by adding engravings to the push buttons. This solution 
retains the sleek design and finish of the brass plate. Clients can combine several 
functions (lighting, blinds, audio, home automation, etc.) on a single plate, while 
easily identifying the function of each control. 
 

The quality of MELJAC’s creations, based on highly specific expertise, has 
established the brand’s reputation worldwide. 

 

 
 Download the visuals   See the press kit 

 

 
 

Tailored right down to the buttons 

 

MELJAC’s solid brass models, like the Damier collection and the casings for thermostats, alarm panels, etc., 
can include push buttons with the same finish as the plate (30 shades to choose from). The buttons can be 
raised or flush and are available in various shapes: square, round, triangular, rectangular, oblong, etc. 

These geometrical shapes fit perfectly into contemporary interiors and also offer a touch of modernity in 
more traditional decors. 

Pictograms, words, symbols, etc. can be engraved on buttons using the same finish as the plate or with a 
coloured resin for contrast.  
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Brass, Medium Bronze finish, white resin 

Brass, Sanded Grey Gunmetal finish 

Brass, Light Bronze finish Brass, Polished Chrome 
finish, black resin 

Brass, Medium Bronze finish, 
backlighting and screen 

printing 

CREATED AND PRODUCED IN FRANCE 

 

About Meljac 

Created in 1995 by André Bousquet, the company (90 employees) designs high-quality electrical equipment 
using the finest materials.  

With about 15 collections, MELJAC offers architects, decorators, electricians and private individuals a large 
range of options: switches, sockets, reading lights, casings for thermostats and home automation controls, 
etc. The brand is renowned for its bespoke creations. All products are ‘Origine France Garantie’ labeled.  
MELJAC is the first company in its business sector to obtain the EPV label (Living Heritage Company).    
Its innovation and working methods are at the heart of its development, guaranteeing an optimum quality. 
Today the brand is available all over the world, with approximately 60 authorized dealers to help serve each 
their respective markets. The company has one subsidiary in the United States of America. 

Some references: the Palace of Versailles, the Louvre Museum, Cartier and Chanel boutiques, the Hotels 

Four Seasons, Mandarin Oriental, Meurice, La Réserve in Paris, the Royal Mansour in Marrakech, the 

Intercontinental in Geneva, the Danieli Hotel in Venice… 

www.meljac.com  

  

 

 

 

  
Découvrez les secrets  

du savoir-faire MELJAC en viéo : 

@maisonmeljac 

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/fqh1uowhmn7p3lt6r5lwj/h?dl=0&rlkey=cnm47mbsc5mvbielvtdglfazb
https://www.meljac.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Dossier-de-presse-General_BD-1.pdf
https://www.meljac.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Dossier-de-presse-General_BD-1.pdf
mailto:l.beraud@meljac.com

